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Highlights – 2022
achievements so far

LAYING HENS WELFARE
Led negotiations and campaigns that resulted in 
three cage-free commitments in Asia, six in Latin 
America, and one global. 

PIGS WELFARE
Three important commitments banning the 
continuous use of gestation crates and other cruel 
practices for pigs in Brazil.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
After a public campaign by Stop Financing Factory 
Farming Campaign (a coalition of which Sinergia 
Animal is one of the steering committee members), 
IDB Invest dropped its proposed loan to the Brazilian 
meat giant Marfrig.

VEGAN CHALLENGES
More than 21,000 new signups: 7,200 in Latin 
America, 3,400 in Indonesia, and 11,000 in Thailand.

INSTITUTIONAL MEAT 
REDUCTION
Twelve new institutions committed to implementing 
our program, with the potential to serve 345,000 
fewer meat dishes per year.

MOVEMENT BUILDING
Petitions were supported by over 1.5 million people, 
and social media ads reached nearly 7 million people. 

INFLUENCING PUBLIC OPINION
26 press releases sent resulting in 311 media hits 
globally.

RESEARCH
Supported two academic studies, two market 
research analyses, and carried out a Latin American 
workshop on animal welfare with over 400 
participants.
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Laying hens
welfare
CAGE-FREE EGG POLICIES
We helped secure 10 cage-free egg commitments by major food companies.

GLOBAL LATIN AMERICA

BLOOMIN’ BRANDS
One of the world’s 
largest casual dining 
companies with more 
than 1,450 restaurants 
throughout 47 countries.

ALMACÉN DE PIZZAS
Argentinian pizza chain 
with more than 20 
locations in Argentina, 
Uruguay, Peru, and 
Paraguay.

CHILE

FOOD DELIVERY 
BRANDS
Owner of Telepizza, 
Pizza Hut, Jeno’s Pizza, 
and Apache Pizza 
brands and present in 
32 countries, with more 
than 100 locations in 
Chile.

BUFFALO WAFFLES
Waffle chain with more 
than 40 locations.

COLOMBIA

HOTEL VILAR 
AMÉRICA
Colombian hotel with 
two restaurants and 
catering services.

CENCOSUD
One of the largest 
retailers operating in 
the country with two 
brands and more than 
100 locations. Policy 
only applies to its own 
egg brands and is still 
being negotiated.

PRODUCTOS  
LA LOCURA
Bakery products 
company with more 
than 100 locations in 
Colombia.

URUGUAY

EL TRIGAL
Traditional biscuit and 
gourmet products 
manufacturer from 
Uruguay.
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THAILAND INDONESIA

LEMON FARM
Organic supermarket 
chain with 17 locations.

HOKKAIDO BABY
Premium bakery chain 
with four locations.

ISMAYA GROUP
Hospitality and 
restaurant company 
with more than 60 
establishments.

ADDITIONAL 
CAGE-FREE PROGRESS
• In May, The Guardian newspaper covered the 

Asia-wide street actions that targeted McDonald’s. 
These were a regional effort led by Sinergia 
Animal along with eight other organizations in 
more than 10 cities across the continent. Apart 
from The Guardian, this regional effort garnered 
attention from Poultry World, one of the most 
widely known news portals of the egg and poultry 
farming sectors. There were also dozens more 
news items at national levels. 

• In Indonesia, we have advanced in producer 
engagement. We are in touch with eight 
egg producers, and three showed interest in 
transitioning to cage-free egg production.

• Ragawi Farm in Yogyakarta (Indonesia) is already 
phasing out battery cages and transitioning 
to cage-free systems. Ragawi Farm is a small 
scale farm with 200 hens. The transition is 60% 
completed, and set to finish by the end of this year.

• We launched the first cage-free egg campaign in 
Uruguay asking three of the biggest supermarkets 
in the country to go cage-free: Ta-Ta, Disco, and 
Tienda Inglesa. The campaign was launched along 
with the first investigation exposing caged egg 
production in the country.
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CAGE-FREE TRACKER
We launched the first edition of our cage-free tracker report in Asia, focusing on India, 
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, and Thailand. It features more than 50 companies and 
results show that 70% of them are already phasing out the use of eggs produced in 
cages in their global supply chains, and 16% reported progress in Asia.

The goal is to run the tracker every year.

First report of 
its kind to be 

published in Asia

5 countries 
assessed

50+ companies 
featured

70% are already 
making advances 

in different 
parts of the 
world, while 

16% provided 
information 
about  Asia.

DEMONSTRATION
February / Colombia / Cencosud campaign

Our team of activists showed up at the offices of 
Cencosud Colombia and different supermarket 
locations in the city of Bogota.

STICKERS
January / Colombia / Cencosud campaign

Our activists have started an informative campaign 
pasting stickers on egg boxes, in order to inform 
consumers of the suffering of egg-laying hens in 
battery cage systems.

CAMPAIGN ACTIONS
We ran 20 cage-free campaigns in Latin America. One of them was regional and 
coordinated with other partner groups, targeting Cencosud, one of Latin America’s 
largest supermarket chains. These efforts proved worthwhile, as the company 
has recently announced a partial commitment covering their own egg brands in 
Colombia. We remain in contact with them to include all brands in the policy.

We also participated in global campaigns run by the Open Wing Alliance, including 
the first global campaign targeting a company headquartered in Japan, Toridoll 
Holdings. Considering their size—they own 1,725 shops and restaurants and are 
present on all continents—we believe a commitment from them has the potential to 
create unprecedented momentum in Asia.
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WEBSITE WITH COMICS
February / Thailand / Siam Makro campaign

We worked with an artist to create a hen character 
called “Belle” and produce comic strips to raise 
awareness on what hens endure inside battery cages.

DEMONSTRATION
March / Colombia / Éxito campaign

We took a gigantic globe to the headquarters of 
Grupo Éxito in Envigado, Colombia, where the Annual 
Meeting of Shareholders of the company was taking 
place.

STICKERS
March / Argentina / AGD Campaign

Our activists put stickers on products made by AGD, a 
major food manufacturer, across various supermarkets 
in several cities to raise awareness among consumers.

BILLBOARD
April / Colombia / Cencosud campaign

We installed a big billboard in Bogota calling 
on Cencosud Colombia to extend its cage-free 
commitment to Colombia.

VIDEO
April / Colombia / Ramo campaign

We used the motto of the Disney movie Encanto to 
call on Ramo, a major food manufacturer and egg 
producer, to go cage-free.

BILLBOARDS
April / Chile / Walmart Campaign

We installed two billboards in busy areas of the capital 
Santiago asking Lider (Walmart’s most well-known 
brand in the country) to announce a cage-free policy. 
Lider means “leader” in Spanish, and thus we asked 
the public: “Is this something you would expect 
from a leader?” and called them a “Leader in animal 
suffering.”
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DEMONSTRATION
May / Argentina / AGD Campaign

Our activists organized a demonstration in front of 
AGD’s office asking the company to announce a 
commitment.

ASIA-WIDE STREET ACTIONS
May / Thailand, Indonesia and other countries / 
McDonald’s campaign

Activists stood in front of McDonald’s branches with 
a 3-meter long banner. We asked people to sign the 
banner to show their support.  

BANNER INTERVENTION
June / Colombia / Ramo Campaign

We went to the streets with a big banner and 
asked the public to leave messages to Ramo. The 
testimonials of the public were recorded in video and 
the banner was later delivered to the company’s office.

TRAIN ADS
April / Indonesia / A&W campaign

Act for Farmed Animals (AFFA), our coalition with 
Animal Friends Jogja, placed an advertisement inside 
a carriage of a train line in Jakarta, asking A&W to 
announce a cage-free policy in Indonesia. According 
to the advertising agency, this piece has a potential to 
reach 120,000 commuters per day.

BOAT ADS
April–June / Thailand / McDonald’s campaign

We placed an advertisement on the Saen Saab 
Express boat, asking McDonald’s to go cage-free in 
Thailand. According to the advertisement agency, this 
piece has a potential to reach 170,000 commuters per 
day.

ARTISTIC INTERVENTION
May / Argentina / Mostaza Campaign

In front of a Mostaza location in Puerto Madero, one of 
the most visited sites in Buenos Aires, a local artist did 
a live painting portraying the suffering of hens in cages 
while our activists held pictures of this reality.
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Pigs’ Welfare
Policies
Our team in Brazil was responsible for helping achieve three 
important commitments for pigs. 

PAMPLONA
About the company: 
The fifth largest pork producer 
in Brazil.

About the policy:  
commitment to mix sows 
right after insemination (pre-
implantation system), to ban 
surgical castration without 
pain control or to adopt 
immunocastration, to ban ear 
notching, to limit teeth clipping, 
and to end the use of antibiotics 
as growth promoters. 

BLOOMIN’ BRANDS
About the company: 
One of the world’s largest 
casual dining companies, with 
more than 110 restaurants in 
Brazil, and owner of the brands 
Outback Steakhouse (whose 
core business in the country 
is pork), Abraccio, and Aussie 
Grill. 

About the policy: 
Commitment to end the 
continuous use of gestation 
crates in Brazil by 2029. 

PIF PAF ALIMENTOS
About the company: 
One of the 10 largest Brazilian 
companies in the meat 
processing sector.

About the policy: 
Commitment to transition 
to group-housing gestation 
systems by 2029, to ban 
surgical castration without 
pain control by 2022 and 
ear notching by 2024, and 
to implement environmental 
enrichment by 2023.  

PS While this was an essential 
step, we will continue to ask Pif 
Paf to reduce the transition time 
to group-housing and to eliminate 
crates entirely instead of allowing 
the use of gestation crates for up to 
4 weeks. 

SINERGIA ANIMAL
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EGG DELIVERY
April / Brazil / Nestlé Campaign

We delivered a giant Easter egg to Nestlé’s office in 
São Paulo, while our team made a demonstration with 
plush calves and fake blood.

BILLBOARDS AND BUS DOORS
May / Brazil / Nestlé Campaign

We installed billboards and bus door ads in busy areas 
of Rio de Janeiro asking Nestlé to prohibit the killing of 
male calves in its supply chain.

Dairy Cows’
Welfare

STICKERS
April / Brazil / Nestlé Campaign

Taking advantage of the Easter season, our activists 
put stickers on Nestlé’s products in supermarkets in 
São Paulo to inform consumers.

GIANT EGG
April / Brazil / Nestlé Campaign

We took a giant egg to the streets as a teaser for 
another action. Our team talked to the public and 
handed out leaflets in different busy areas in São 
Paulo.

CAMPAIGN ACTIONS
In Brazil, we are running a campaign asking Nestlé for better conditions in the dairy 
industry. The petition on Change.org has surpassed 100,000 signatures after the 
campaign efforts during Easter. 

SINERGIA ANIMAL
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In February, after a public pressure campaign by 
the Stop Financing Factory Farming Campaign 
(a coalition of which Sinergia Animal is one of the 
steering committee members), IDB Invest (a branch 
of the Inter-American Development Bank) dropped 
its proposed $43 million loan to the Brazilian meat 
giant Marfrig. The company, which is the largest 
burger producer in the world, has been linked to illegal 
deforestation and Indigenous rights violations.

 

We also participated in a campaign against a $200 
million loan to Louis Dreyfus Company by the 
International Finance Corporation (IFC), the World 
Bank’s private sector arm. The loan, which was 
unfortunately approved despite the coalition’s efforts, 
will support the purchase of soy and corn––mostly 
destined for factory farms––from large-scale industrial 
farms in the heavily threatened Cerrado, a biodiversity 
hotspot in Brazil.

Financial 
Institutions

SINERGIA ANIMAL
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Other
Initiatives
WORLD DAY FOR 
THE END OF FISHING
In Latin America, our teams in Argentina, Chile and 
Colombia took part in the World Day for the End of 
Fishing, demonstrating and raising awareness among 
the public about the impacts of industrial fishing. 
These actions took place in March in important sites 
in these countries: Puente de la Mujer and Casa 
Rosada in Buenos Aires, Argentina; Paseo Bandera 
in Santiago, Chile; and Casa de Nariño in Bogotá, 
Colombia.

Also as part of this day, we created a one-week online 
campaign, in which all of our social media content 
raised awareness about crustaceans’ sentience and 
the impacts of aquaculture—the themes of this year’s 
End of Fishing campaign. 

This year, our World Day for the End of Fishing 
achieved:

• 94,217 users reached on Facebook by April, across 
our platform in all countries

• 136,547 accounts reached on Instagram by April, 
across our platform in all countries

• 15 media hits in Latin America

• 1,199 downloads of our vegan seafood cookbook, 
available in five languages

BAN LIVE EXPORTS
In May, our teams took part in the Ban Live Exports: 
International Awareness Day. With large banners 
and animal masks, we demonstrated at Palacio 
de La Moneda in Santiago, Chile; Casa Rosada in 
Buenos Aires, Argentina; and the Parque de La 
Independencia in Bogotá, Colombia.

In Indonesia, our 
team collaborated with 
activists from Extinction 
Rebellion Indonesia and 
demonstrated at Tebet 
Eco Park in Jakarta. The 
activists held posters of 
illustrations by Ade, an 
Indonesian artist and 
activist, and talked to the 
public.

SINERGIA ANIMAL
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We published three investigations: two about fish farming in Indonesia and Thailand, 
and one about egg production in Uruguay.

Investigations

FISH FARMS AND 
MARKETS 
INDONESIA
An investigation conducted by 
Act For Farmed Animals and We 
Animals Media revealed, for the 
first time, the poor animal welfare 
and sanitary conditions of fish 
farms and markets in the country. 
These animals were found being 
raised in ponds with plastic 
bags, showing signs of disease, 
with dead fish floating in pens, 
and being transported on ice to 
grocery stores—a practice that can 
keep them alive and suffering for 
many hours. At local markets, they 
are skinned and cut open while 
still fully conscious. Indonesian 
retailers keep fish alive in tiny 
tanks in their stores, where they 
can barely swim and may suffer 
from pain, fear, and stress.

Learn more

SINERGIA ANIMAL
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FISH FARMS AND 
MARKETS 
THAILAND
This investigation, published 
with We Animals Media, revealed 
animal suffering and unsanitary 
conditions in the farming and trade 
of tilapia, the most farmed fish in 
Thailand. Fish were found living in 
visibly dirty water, some of them 
with signs of diseases, with dead 
fish left in the pond. During the 
catch and slaughter, some died 
slowly from suffocation, while 
others had their head smashed 
with a cleaver or were butchered 
while alive and conscious in 
traditional markets. Other fish are 
packed into plastic bags while 
still alive and die slowly while 
gasping for air. In Siam Makro, one 
of Thailand’s largest retailers, live 
tilapia were being displayed for 
sale in crowded and murky tanks.

Learn more

EGG FARMS 
URUGUAY
This investigation marks the 
kickstart of our work in Uruguay, 
a country where we’ve recently 
started campaigning for cage-free 
egg corporate policies. This is the 
first time an investigation shows 
how eggs are produced in the 
country. Narrated by actress and 
rapper Clipper (Josefina Tomás), 
the footage shows hens living 
in cramped metal cages amidst 
their excrement and the corpses 
of other hens. Sinergia Animal is 
also organizing an initiative called 
“Uruguay Sin Jaulas”, asking 
Uruguayan supermarkets Ta-ta, 
Disco, and Tienda Inglesa to ban 
this practice within their supply 
chains.

Learn more

SINERGIA ANIMAL
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Vegan
Challenges
Between January and June, over 21,000 consumers signed up for our vegan 
challenges in Asia and Latin America.  

SINERGIA ANIMAL
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Other info: We were mentioned 44 times by vegan influencers and/or 
businesses on social media.

DESAFÍO 21 DÍAS VEG
desafio21diasveg.com
New Signups: 7,289
Paid impressions on Facebook: 2.9 million
Media hits: 77
Main media hit: LUN

LATIN AMERICA

Other info: Seven influencers, celebrities, and/or businesses supported 
the challenge on their social media, (including Melanie Subono, with 
+350k followers).

21 HARI VEG
21hariveg.org
New Signups: 3,537
Paid impressions on Facebook: 2.3 million
Media hits: 8
Main media hit: Okezone

INDONESIA

Other info: Eight influencers and vegan pages supported us with recipes 
to be shared with participants and/or by sharing the challenge with their 
audiences.

THAI CHALLENGE 22
thaichallenge22.org
New Signups: 11,705
Paid impressions on Facebook: 2.7 million
Media hits: 10
Main media hit: Naewna

THAILAND
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https://lifestyle.okezone.com/read/2021/02/22/298/2366513/keuntungan-jadi-vegetarian-sayangi-diri-dan-lingkungan
https://www.thaichallenge22.org/
https://www.naewna.com/lady/638015


We had great results in Argentina, Colombia, Indonesia, and Thailand. We achieved 
commitments with 12 new institutions that are willing to reduce their consumption of 
animal products by at least 20%. Together, they have the potential to replace animal 
products with plant-based options in more than 345,000 meals each year.

NEW COMMITMENTS

Nourishing Tomorrow — 
Institutional Meat Reduction

COLEGIO UNIDAD PEDAGÓGICA
Colombia

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 
44,400

More information: New commitment. Private 
educational institution in Bogotá.

ASOCIACIÓN PROMOVER CONIN
Argentina

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 
28,860

More information: Center for preventing and treating 
child malnutrition, promoting health and supporting 
families.

MUNICIPALITY OF GUALEGUAYCHÚ, 
ENTRE RIOS PROVINCE
Argentina

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 17,100

More information: Nine municipal kindergartens.

EDUCACIÓN ALIMENTARIA 
TRANSFORMADORA (EAT)
Argentina

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 15,200 

More information: The institution had already 
committed in 2021 and this year decided to expand the 
program to a new school.

JAN-JUN 2022 · PROGRESS REPORT
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FUNDACIÓN LA GRACIA DE VIVIR

Colombia

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 
83,400

More information: Non-profit entity aimed at 
improving the quality of life of vulnerable families 
linked to the Colombian Institute of Family Welfare. 
We have already conducted educational actions on 
plant-based nutrition and the program’s environmental 
impact.

COLEGIO INMACULADO CORAZÓN DE MARÍA
Colombia

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 5,800

More information: Private educational institution in 
Popayán. We conducted the first culinary training and 
educational actions on plant-based nutrition and the 
program’s environmental impact.

SECRETARÍA DISTRITAL DE SALUD DE BOGOTÁ
Colombia

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 
65,000

More information: Bogotá District Health Governing 
Body. We conducted educational actions on plant-based 
nutrition and the program’s environmental impact.

SDS ISLAM FATIMAH AZZAHRA SUMEDANG
Indonesia

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 10,450

More information: Private elementary school in West 
Java.

TK ISLAM FATIMAH AZZAHRA SUMEDANG
Indonesia

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 1,216

More information: Private kindergarten in West Java.

WATTOSSATIS SCHOOL
Thailand

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 11,960

More information: Public School in Pathumthani.
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LEKKOMES ANUSORN SCHOOL
Thailand

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 41,400

More information: Private School in Nonthaburi city.

TRANG RUAMPATTANA SCHOOL
Thailand

Potential plant-based meals served per year:  
26,160

More information: Private Bilingual School in Trang 
city.

IMPLEMENTATIONS

CLINICA DEL SOL
Argentina

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 6,000 

More information: This private clinic, which 
committed in 2021, provides healthcare services to 
mothers and newborns. We have now started the 
implementation phase and provided the first hands-on 
culinary and educational training on health, nutrition, 
and the environment. 

UNIAUTONÓMA DEL CAUCA
Colombia

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 
26,500

More information: We have started the 
implementation phase in this university, which 
committed in 2020, and have provided the first hands-
on culinary and educational training. 

 GIMNASIO ÁNGELES

Colombia

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 3,480

More information: We have started the 
implementation phase in this institution, which 
committed in 2020, and have provided the first hands-
on culinary and educational training.

 

FUNDACIÓN UNIVERSITARIA DE POPAYÁN
Colombia

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 
68,400

More information: This University committed in 
2020. We have now conducted educational actions on 
plant-based nutrition and the program’s environmental 
impact.

SMK BAKTI KARYA PARIGI 
Indonesia

Potential plant-based meals served per year: 7,296

More information: We have started the 
implementation phase and conducted the first culinary 
training for cooks for this institution, which committed 
in 2021.
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OTHER ACTIONS
In Thailand, we coordinated four culinary events collaborating with Dharma Voices 
for Animals, an international Buddhist animal advocacy organization. These events 
aimed to promote a healthy plant-based lifestyle among Buddhist monks, teach the 
monasteries plant-based cooking techniques, and encourage them to implement at 
least one day with 100% plant-based meals.

PLANT-BASED DIET COURSE FOR HEALTH 
PROFESSIONALS
We carried out the second edition of the course “Plant-Based Diets: Health, Culture, 
and Sustainability”, which was possible due to a VegFund grant and aimed to 
provide free-of-charge training to healthcare professionals and academics on plant-
based nutrition and had a total of 180 participants.

JAN-JUN 2022 · PROGRESS REPORT
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We sent 26 press releases to media outlets in Latin America and Southeast Asia 
which resulted in 311 media hits.

HIGHLIGHTED MEDIA MENTIONS:

Influencing
Public Opinion

INDONESIA

Number of media hits as of June: 65

Press release subject: Activists urge McDonald’s to 
stop sourcing eggs from caged hens

Featured on: The Jakarta Post

Size of the outlet: Major

THAILAND

Number of media hits as of June: 34

Press release subject: Activists stage Asia-wide 
action to decry McDonald’s use of cage eggs

Featured on: TCIJ

Size of the outlet: Medium

ARGENTINA
Number of media hits as of June: 37

Press release subject: Meat consumption must be 
reduced by 75% to mitigate climate change

Featured on: Filo News

Size of the outlet: Major

SINERGIA ANIMAL
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COLOMBIA

Number of media hits as of June: 88

Press release subject: Meat consumption must be 
reduced by 75% to mitigate climate change

Featured on: Noticias RCN

Size of the outlet: Major

CHILE

Number of media hits as of June: 54

Press release subject: A plant-based diet decreases 
the risk of severe COVID-19 and mortality

Featured on: Publimetro

Size of the outlet: Major

BRAZIL

Number of media hits as of June: 30

Press release subject: Letter from Sinergia Animal 
and other NGOs asking the Ministry of Environment 
to adopt a resolution that adds animal welfare as an 
essential policy

Featured on: Neo Mondo

Size of the outlet: Medium

URUGUAY

Number of media hits as of June: 3*

Press release subject: Sinergia Animal’s undercover 
investigation in the Uruguayan egg industry

Featured on: Diario Uruguay

Size of the outlet: Small
*We have just started media outreach in Uruguay
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Salmonella and antibiotic-resistant bacteria in 
eggs obtained from different systems

Indonesia and Chile

In Indonesia, researchers from the Universitas Gadjah 
Mada detected antibiotic resistant bacteria in chicken 
eggs sold in supermarkets, but not Salmonella. A 
manuscript showing these results is currently under 
review for publication in a journal. In Chile, researchers 
from the University of Chile’s Institute of Nutrition 
and Technology of Food analyzed the presence of 
Salmonella in eggs obtained from cage and cage-free 
systems. They are working on a final report.

Consumers’ perceptions on egg production and 
labeling

Argentina

We surveyed the population’s opinion about egg 
production and labeling in Argentina, and found 
that 60% of the population is in favor of labeling egg 
products according to their production system and 
64% are against the use of battery cages after being 
informed about it. 

Perceptions on animal welfare and veganism

Indonesia and Thailand

In Thailand and Indonesia, we conducted a market 
study with focus groups to better understand 
consumers’ perceptions of animal welfare and 

veganism. The main finding is that Thai and 
Indonesian consumers are willing to support 
organizations that seek to improve animal welfare 
and human health, but find veganism too challenging 
and have many misconceptions about cage-free egg 
production. The local teams are learning from these 
findings to improve campaigns.

Workshop on animal welfare

Latin America

We conducted a Latin American Workshop on Animal 
Welfare. The event gathered leading specialists 
from Argentina, Brasil, Canada, Colombia, and Chile. 
Almost 480 people joined the workshop throughout 
the day and most expressed an interest in working 
on academic studies related to animal welfare, public 
health, or the production of cage-free systems. 

Building relationships with academics

Indonesia and Thailand

Members of our local teams had meetings with 
leading academics from Indonesia and Thailand. In 
addition, they are attending animal welfare and food 
industry events with the aim to identify more academic 
researchers interested in working with us.

Research
Throughout the first semester of 2022, we commissioned and coordinated four 
studies related to egg production and animal welfare, and met with several 
academics to keep developing this work.

SINERGIA ANIMAL
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People Management, 
Organizational Culture, 
and Governance

PEOPLE MANAGEMENT 
CHANGES
In order to keep improving our results, Sinergia Animal 
has been implementing some changes in People 
Management. 

Team supervision, which was previously the task of 
directors, is now distributed between Managers and 
Sr Managers from the Latin America and Asia staff, 
thereby generating more development opportunities 
for our team. All new supervisors participated in a 
discussion with the People and Operations Director 
called “Supervisors - What to expect”.

EMPOWERING OUR TEAM
As a way to empower our team, the organization 
implemented some development actions:

We now use a Learning Management System (LMS) 
that includes a two-day long onboarding and 11 
trainings available for the team on soft and hard skills.

The Feedback Committee created the Sinergia 
Animal Feedback Cycle, a year-long evaluation and 
feedback process for the whole organization that 
started in March, 2022. The actions contain short 
training on Conscious Culture, Feedback, Non-Violent 
Communication, and our Feedback Cycle process.

DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND 
INCLUSION
Within the first half of 2022, Sinergia Animal not only 
enhanced the recruitment of people from minoritized 
groups, but also started the implementation of 
the Diversity Talent Bank - Animal Welfare. In 
partnership with 11 other animal protection NGOs, 
our goal with this project is to build a Global Majority 
talent database in Latin America. It will connect 
professionals of less represented groups within animal 
advocacy—including people with disabilities, and 
Blacks, Indigenous, and LGBTQI+ people—with the 
Human Resources and Recruitment departments of 
the partner organizations.
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Rated as one of the world’s most effective animal protection organizations by Animal 
Charity Evaluators, Sinergia Animal is an international campaigning organization 

working in countries from the Global South (South America and Southeast Asia) to 
reduce animal suffering and promote more compassionate food choices.

ABOUT SINERGIA ANIMAL 

    
sinergiaanimalinternational.org

https://www.facebook.com/sinergiaanimalinternational/
https://www.instagram.com/sinergiaanimalinternational/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwcGnn7SvgdSo-O5oV97Olw
https://mx.linkedin.com/company/sinergia-animal
https://twitter.com/sinergia_animal
https://www.sinergiaanimalinternational.org/
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